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#MALTACAMP2023

Time has flown, and today marks our final
day at camp, kicking off with the
traditional Christophe’s Cup!

Join us in anticipating the revamped
Christopher’s Cup 2.0(23). This year, we're
introducing a unique blend: cuistax*-
combined with elements of croquet and
polo!
After a brief siesta, our day continues with
the animated “Breughelian Pandemonium”
— a “kermesse” (fair) bursting with fun, and
showcasing also old wooden games. 
Don't miss the fascinating stilt performances
at 2:30 pm or 3:30 pm by the Royal Stilt
Walkers of Merchtem.
Not sure when you last enjoyed a bounce in
a castle? Well, today could be the day! And
if you're up for more bouncing excitement,
give our bumper cars or mechanical bull a
whirl. To keep our energy levels high, the
Belgian team will serve up delicious waffles!
Moreover, tasty fries will be provided (that in
Belgium are always double fried!).

During our closing mass, we will express
our gratitude to God for an unforgettable
week and entrust to Him the beautiful
friendships that have blossomed over the
past days. 

And as a fitting end to our week, we'll dance
the night away at another exhilarating disco
session!

On page 7, you'll find a riddle that hints at
which national team will be hosting us

next year…! 🥁

Happy birthday to 

29°C - cloudy
Weather of today

Dinner

Lunch

Waterzooi (fish) and
mix of vegetables
Tiramisu speculoos

Salads

MIKLÓS PUSZTAI

RON GLOUDEMANS

 
* "Cuistax" 

is a Belgian term for pedal-powered
go-karts commonly found at beach

resorts. In English, they're often
referred to as "pedal go-karts" or

"pedal carts." They're popular along
the Belgian coast for leisurely family

outings, allowing participants to 
pedal along promenades and other 

pedestrian zones.
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They spent the day in the beautiful city of Ghent,
which, in the Late Middle Ages, became one of the

largest and richest cities of northern Europe. 
 

Here are some impressions and picture greetings
from our dear camp priests!

 

Did you actually know that we have four chapels at the Malta
camp?
One chapel is located in the right wing of the castle. The
other three are on the floor above the disco (on the same
level as the side entrance to the gym building).

... ENJOY the Silent Night and are 
you looking for more moments like this? 😇

Today, we want to give a special THANKS to 

... KNOW that our 12 camp priests yesterday
also had a "team priest" activity?

the Logistics team 
Christophe, Godefroy, Gauthier,

Geoffroy

DID YOU...

the Activities team 
Emilie and Jonathan

YOU'RE AWESOME!!
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THIS COUNTRY:

is world-famous for its beautiful mountains

is located in Europe but is not part of the European Union

recognizes four official languages

is renowned for its chocolate and cheese fondues

has the highest density of international organizations in the
world and is home to institutions like the International 
Red Cross and various UN agencies

has one of the highest coffee consumption rates per capita

has contributed to the world of comics, e.g. with Titeuf

is the birthplace of cellophane and the fondue pot

has a flag that bears a slight resemblance to the 
Maltese cross

And here is our next year's 
Malta Camp destination!

Solution: Switzerland




